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I.INTRODUCTION
Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS), began in 1965 at Stanford
University to serve the research and teaching needs of the political science de¬
partment and the Institute for Political Studies by a library of single-purpose data
analysis programs.
SPSS was developed by three types of specialists; practicing social science
researchers, statisticians, and computer scientists. In the development of SPSS
the following criteria had to be satisfied:
1. The statistical procedures be mathematically correct.
2. The program design and code be computationally efficient.
3. The Logic and Syntax of the system parallel the way in which social
scientists approach data analysis.
4. The system provide statistical procedures and data-management
facilities tailored to the particular needs of empirical social
researchers.
SPSS is a system of computer programs designed for the analysis of social
science data. The system provides a comprehensive package that enables the user
to perform many different types of data analysis in a simple and convenient
manner. It also allows a great deal of flexibility in the format of data.
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In addition to usual descriptive statistics, frequency distributions, and cross¬
tabulations, SPSS contains procedures for higher levels of statistics, correlation,
means and variances for stratified subpopulations, one-way and n-way analysis of
variance, multiple regression, etc.
The Peabody Statistical Library (PSL) is a collection of computer programs
designed to provide computational support and data manipulation capabilities for
statistical analysis. The programs of the PSL have been devised to provide
flexibility of input data layout, simplicity of control cards and reasonable
operating efficiency for the IBM 1130 computing system. The scale of the
analysis with the PSL is limited primarily by consideration of execution time.
Preparation of Data for the PSL
It is good practice to adopt a standard ten column identification field with
column nine reserved for a deck number and column ten reserved for card number.
Columns one through eight would usually contain a unique subject identification
number and other information upon which sorts of the data files are likely to be
used. This information would be repeated on each card of a multiple-card file.
Also, it is most practical to punch variable fields without decimals because
the 1130 formal card permits the insertion of decimals in variables. Trailing and
embedded zeroes in variable number should be punched as zeroes and not be left
blank. Leading zeroes (059) need not be punched.
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The PSL output consists of:
1. Cell means.
2. Analysis of variance table including source, sum of squares, degrees of
freedom, mean square, F-ratio, and probability of chance occurrence.
3. Number of subjects with complete data.
II. PROCEDURES FOR RUNNING THE SPSS STATISTICAL PACKAGE
> Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) is a statistical package
whi^ is available on the PDP-1140 system. The instructions below are
instructions for running the SPSS statistical package on the PDP-1140. In order to
use the system, there are a number of things you will have to do. SPSS is file
oriented; data plus SPSS control statements. Keywords are typed from column 1-
15 and file labels should not precede column 16. The following are things to be










The Run Name identifies the current computer run, and is required for any
file which is to be stored as a system file. The user-supplied file label which
follows the keywords Run Name is printed at the top of each page of output
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generated on that run. The file name may be up to eight characters in length and
the first character must be an alphabetic letter.
The Run Name may be followed by a file label up to 64 characters in length.
Both the Run Name and the file label are stored with the system file and will
appear on all printed output generated from that file. The general structure of
the Run Name is;
Column 1 16
Run Name File label
Variable(s) List
The Variables List is the variables which are used in the program. These
variables are entered into the system and associated with the proper variables on
the cases. The order of the variables must be the same as the order in which the
values of the variables are read off the raw-input-data file. That is, the system
nnatches the variables with the values read in the corresponding order. A
maximum of 500 variables are allowed for integer data and 250 variables for real





Each variable must be accounted for with a format specifier in the format
statement. Only F, I, X, L, T, and A formats are allowed. When using integer
data each data field cannot be more than five digits plus sign, where the sign
precedes the digits. A maximum of ^00 format specifiers are allowed. One
format specifier is, for example, 1612, which means 16 fields, 2 columns wide.
N of Cases
The N of Cases simply informs the system of the number of cases in the
user's file. The control words are followed by the actual number of cases. If, for
example, you are using a file containing 25 cases, the N of Cases would appear as:
Column 1 16
N of Cases 25
Read Input Data
This is where your data is typed in. It instructs the system to begin reading
the raw input data.
End of Data
This is used to mark the end of raw data. At this point you can select any
statistics you would like to run.
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Here is a list of available statistics that are used on the PDP-1140 system
for the SPSS:










Note: Statistics All and Frequencies All are also important in the output of the
SPSS program.
Frequencies All
Produces a table of counts and percentages for the values of given variables.
Statistics All
Enables the user to choose various options and statistics when using
statistical routines.
Finish
Finish terminates the process of current job. The Finish command is the last
command in the job. It is followed by EOF (End of File) command if it is the last
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job to be processed.
To create a file the user can use the Edit, which can be implemented by the
create command which must be available. Three examples of complete files are














































NUMBER OF OARIABLES IN THIS RUN? 2
NUMBER OF VARIABLES SPECIFIED ON ANY N OF NEWVARS COMMAND? 0
NUMBER OF CASES IN THIS RUN? 20
NUMBER OF VALUE LABELS IN THIS RUN? 0
Output to: MYE.DAT
>PIP MYE.DAT































Input fronit TAB. DAT
NUMBER OF VARIABLES IN THIS RUN? 2
NUMBER OF VARIABLES SPECIFIED ON ANY N OF NEWVARS COMMAND? 0
NUMBER OF CASES IN THIS RUN? 10
NUMBER OF VALUE LABELS IN THIS RUN? 0
Output tot MYE.DAT
/•PIP MYE.DAT





























Input from: TAB. DAT
NUMBER OF VARIABLES IN THIS RUN? 2
NUMBER OF VARIABLES SPECIFIED ON ANY N OF NFWVARS COMMAND? 0
NUMBER OF CASES IN THIS RUN? 4
NUMBER OF VALUE LABELS IN THIS RUN? 0
Output to: MYE. DAT
>PIP MYE. DAT
3. Figure of a data file processed on the PDP-1140 system using the SPSS
Program.
III. PROCEDURES FOR RUNNING THE PEABODY STATISTICAL PACKAGE.
Peabody is a Statistical Package which is available on the IBM 1130 system.
To utilize the PSL there are two kinds of control cards necessary.
A. System Control Cards
These four cards are required and are punched as follows:
(1) / / JOB T CARD:
Column Entry




8 T (Temporary Job)
9-15 Blank
16-19 0007 (Disk Pack)
20 Blank












1-2 / / (Slash)
3 Blank
4-6 FOR
7-80 Blank(4)END OF 30B CARD:
Column Entry
1-2 / / (Slash)
3 Blank
4-6 EOJ (End of 3ob)
7-80 Blank
B. Program Control Cards
This part of the program contains the Parameter-Title Card and the format
card. In the Parameter-Title Card is contained information needed for the
successful execution of a specific program. Unless stated, all entries in
parameter fields should be right-justified. And that is, if columns five through
eight are allocated for a parameter and the actual number to be punched is 37, the
number should be punched so that the 7 is in column eight.
The Format Card formulates the layout of input data for the computer. The
Format Card varies according to the characteristics of the program and input
data. Field specifications are separated by commas and are enclosed in
parentheses. There are four notations used to describe layout data for the PSL
program.
Note: For a more detailed discussion of these format parameters see any standard
FORTRAN book.
, X notation is used to indicate which columns of each input data card file are
to be skipped. X notation is symbolized as:
nX
where n is the number of columns to be skipped and greater than zero. Consider
the following example:
12X "means" skip 12 columns
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The F notation is symbolized as:
nFw.d
where
w = width of the variable field in columns,
d = number of digits after the decimal,
n = number of similar fields in succession.
Consider the following examples:
2F12.0 "means" 2 fields in succession, each 12 columns wide with no decimal
places.
4F6.3 "means" 4 fields in succession, each 6 columns wide with 3 digits after the
decimal.
The I notation is symbolized as:
. nlw
where
w = field width in columns.
•
n = number of similar fields in succession.
The I notation can only read whole numbers. Consider the following examples:
513 "means" 5 fields, 3 columns wide.
16
18 "means" 1 field, 8 columns wide.
The A notation is primarily used to describe the identification field for each
subject, and that is, where the program requires input of subject identification.
This notation is symbolized as:
nAw
where
w = field width in columns,
n = number of similar fields in succession.
Consider the following examples:
12A1 "means" 12 fields, 1 column wide.
A4 "means" 1 field, 4 columns wide.
Parameter-Title Card
This card is required, and it is punched as followed:
PARAMETER-TITLE CARD:
Column Entry
1-3 Number of Variables
4-7 Number of Subjects
8 Names Card(s) Signal:
1 if variable names card(s)
are to be read










1 if transformation code
card is to be read
0 if no transformations
Histogram Signal:
1 if histogram signal card
is to be read
0 if no histograms
Number of cards
per subject
Number of variables on
each successive card
of subject card file. Up
to nine two-digit fields.
Order of Cards in Job Deck
1. II Job Card
2. User's Account Number
3. II XEQ *D01 (Statistics Desire)
4. Parameter-Title Card
5. Variable Names Card(s) (Optional)
6. Transformation Code Card (Optional)




11. II End of Job Card
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/ / XEQ *D01 CARD;
This card is punched as follows:
Column Entry









Columns 8-10 are used to identify the statistics which the user desires. *D01 is an
example of Descriptive Statistics (see Fig. 4).
Note: For a more detailed discussion, see the Peabody Statistical user's manual.
Here is a list of statistics that is available on the IBM 1130 system that can used:
(1) Correlation Analysis
. (2) Descriptive Statistics
(3) Multivariate Analysis
(4) Non-Parameter Statistics and other special programs
(5) Regression Analysis





































Fig. 4. A sample program of descriptive statistics processed on the IBM-1130
system.
IV. APPLICATIONS
In this chapter, a study was conducted to measure students math anxiety.
The data is based on different tests which were administered by Dr. Etta Falconer
of the Mathematics Department at Spelman College. Students were administered
three tests during the semester. These tests were: Post Math, MARS
(Mathematics Anxiety Rating Scale) and STABS (Suinn Test Anxiety Behavior
Scale), in which there were two variables associated with each test. These
variables were the Pre and Post tests which associated with each test (see Fig. 5).
The higher the score, the greater the degree of math anxiety. For the MARS Pre¬
test, the range was 115-301 with mean 187 and median 168.
The T-Test was run on the data using the Statistical Package for the Social
Sciences (SPSS). For the dependent variables the Pre-tests were used and for the
independent variables the Post-tests were used. Table 1 describes the T-Test for
Pre and Post-test data. Table 2 describes the MARS Test with Pre and Post-test
data. Table 3 describes the STABS Test with Pre and Post-test data. Table 4
gives data for the Post Math, MARS and STABS Pre and Post-tests. Table 5 gives
the histogram for variable 1 in the MARS Test. Table 6 gives the histogram for






1 CARD(S) PER SUBJECT,
2 VARIABLE(S) ON CARD 1.
NO VARIABLE NAMES SUPPLIED.
TRANSFORMATION CODE CARD = 11
HISTOGRAM CODE CARD = 11
FORMAT CARD(S) =
VARIABLE ZEROS SUM X SUM X2 MEAN MIN
1 0 345. 94 3944.99 11.159 8. 06




VARIABLE SIGMA STD. DEV. SIGMA (M) S. D. (M)
1 1. 651 1. 678 0. 296 0. 301







pig. 5. Format information for running the SPSS Program using the data of
Dr. Falconer, obtained after administering the MARS Test.
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Table 1. Post Math with Pre-Test Measured with Post-Test.
VARIABLES
X Y
Number of Cases 31 31
Mean 6. 613 11. 032
Standard Deviation 2. 155 3. 449
Standard Error 0. 387 0. 620
Variance 4. 645 11. 899
Range 8. 000 14.000
• M ode 5. 000 10. 000
Median 6. 125 10.875
Skewness 0. 817 0. 091
Minimum 4. 000 4. 000
Maximum 12.000 18. 000
Sum 205.000 342.000
This is a mathematics attitude inventory test.
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Table 2. MARS with Pre-Test Measured with Post-Test.
VARIABLES
X Y
Number of Cases 31 31
Mean 186.742 162.774
Standard Deviation 51, 303 48.674
Standard Error 9. 214 8. 742
Variance 2631. 998 2369. 181
Range 186.000 261. 000
Mode 151.000 167.000
Median 168.000 159.000
Skewness 0. 977 2. 613
•Minimum 115.000 108.000
Maximum 301.000 369. 000
Sum 5789.000 5046.000
This test refers to things and experiences that may cause fear or apprehension.
Table 3. STABS with Pre-Test Measured with Post-Test.
VARIABLES
X Y
Number of Cases 31 31
Mean 127.258 110.484
Standard Deviation 39.489 40.032
Standard Error 7. 092 7. 190
Variance 1559.398 1602.592
Range 163.000 176.000
'Mode 96. 000 116.000
Median 119.000 107.000
Skewness 1. 062 1. 397
_ Minimum 65.000 59.000
Maximum 228.000 235. 000
Sum 3945. 000 3425.000
This test measures experiences that may cause fear or apprehension.
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Table 4. List of the Data on Three Tests Aaministered to Study Math Anxiety.
POST MATH MARS STABS
Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post
12 17 154 125 119 96
5 14 220 180 151 146
9 7 176 128 122 101
7 18 212 170 121 138
7 15 201 157 132 120
6 13 2 94 179 160 148
5 8 166 174 126 122
7 11 150 167 80 76
9 14 240 183 138 111
4 7 267 225 215 210
6 11 168 167 114 101
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Table 5, Histogram for Variable 1 in the MARS Test.
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^ O' O' O' O' oi 5,: >,c
INTERVAL 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
CLASS
Each * equals 1 score(s) each interval equals 1,000 units.
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5 6 5 0 2
INTERVAL 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
CLASS
Each * equals 1 score(s) each interval equals 1,000 units.
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